Digital Controllers & Amplifiers
Tomar’s 948-DCP and 940-DCP digital control panels
feature programmable function switches, progressive
mode switches allowing Jump To Mode™ activation as
948-DCP
well as a traffic direction switch for use with TOMAR LED or
NEOBE® lightbars equipped with the traffic direction option or
arrowsticks. All control panels are backlit with LED indicators for easy
identification and feature a spill resistant housing. The 940–AMP features 200
watt maximum load with one or two drivers, auxiliary connections for Horn
Ring, Horn Relay, Air Horn, Park Kill and Alarm, seven selectable siren tones
and a simple RJ45 connection to 948-DCP or 940–DCP.

940–DCP

940–AMP

943-SB SwitchBox
The 943-SB SwitchBox is a compact, programmable, full function lighting controller
featuring two warning mode switches, two programmable auxiliary switches, a step
through arrow switch, a dedicated dim switch that can be used as a third auxiliary switch
and a progressive system off switch. The switch panel incorporates LED backlighting
and LED switch indicator lights for easy day or night readability.

SPK100
The SPK100 Slimline speaker is 100 watts and designed for use in emergency vehicles, security
alarm, public safety, and 2-way radio systems. The two-piece aluminum bell houses the driver
and provides complete weather and corrosion protection for all internal components.
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TOMAR Electronics Inc. designs and manufactures a complete line of industry leading lightbars, lightheads, self-contained & complete
vehicle systems, controllers & sirens and power supplies. All our emergency products are built to last and come with the best warranty
in the business. TOMAR’s extensive catalog of emergency vehicle lighting and sirens can be found at www.tomar.com.
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